Mixer/Bon and FoxH1/Sur have overlapping and divergent roles in Nodal signaling and mesendoderm induction.
Transcription factors belonging to the FoxH1 and Mixer families are required for facets of Nodal signaling during vertebrate mesendoderm induction. Here, we analyze whether zebrafish proteins related to FoxH1 [Schmalspur (Sur)] and Mixer [Bonnie and clyde (Bon)] act within or downstream of the Nodal signaling pathway, test whether these two factors have additive or overlapping activities, and determine whether FoxH1/Sur and Mixer/Bon can account for all Nodal signaling during embryogenesis. We find that sur expression is independent of Nodal signaling and that bon is expressed in the absence of Nodal signaling but requires Nodal signaling and Sur for enhanced, maintained expression. These results and the association of FoxH1 and Mixer/Bon with phosphorylated Smad2 support a role for these factors as components of the Nodal signaling pathway. In contrast to the relatively mild defects observed in single mutants, loss of both bon and sur results in a severe phenotype characterized by absence of prechordal plate, cardiac mesoderm, endoderm and ventral neuroectoderm. Analysis of Nodal-regulated proteins reveals that Bon and Sur have both distinct and overlapping regulatory roles. Some genes are regulated by both Bon and Sur, and others by either Bon or Sur. Complete loss of Nodal signaling results in a more severe phenotype than loss of both Bon and Sur, indicating that additional Smad-associated transcription factors remain to be identified that act as components of the Nodal signaling pathway.